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Instructions

l. Write your Hall Ticket Number on the OMR Answer Sheet given to you. Also write the
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2. Answers are to be marked on the OMR sheet.

3. Please read the instructions carefully before marking your answers on the OMR answer

sheet.

4. Hand over the OMR answer sheet at the end of the examination to the Invigilator.

5. No additional sheets will be provided. Rough work can be done in the question paper

itself/space provided at the end of the booklet.

6. Calculators are not allowed.

7 . There are a total of 70 questions in PART A and PART B together.

'8. Each correct carries 1 mark.

g. The appropriate answer(s) should be coloured with either a blue or blaci< ball point or a
sketch pen. DO NOT USE A PENCIL.

10. This book contains 16 pages including this page and excluding two pages for the rough

work. Please check that your paper has all the pages'

11. lR denotes the set of real numbers, C the set of complex numbers,Ztheset of integers, e the
set of rational numbers, and N the set of al} naturar numbers.
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1.

Part-A

What will be the next entry in the foilowing series?

G25W5, I36U6, L49S7, 

-
A. P64P8

B. P64Q8

c. o65Q8

D. P65P8

-

rf r: /o.s + /o.s + /0.s +'-, then r :?

A. (r + J2)lz
B. g+Ji)lz
c. 1o.r +.'/5)
D. oo

Fill in the blank in the following: 7,16,29,46,67, 
-

A. 86

B. 88

c. 93

D. 92

14+2*4x2-(3+2x5):?

A. -2513
B. *58/5

c. -10
D.',

Find the missing entrY: BZ,HT, NN, 
-, 

ZB

A. TH

B. TU

C. LF

D. TI

,

t

5.
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6. The number of permutations of the letters of the word 'APPLICATION' is 
-

A. 11!

B. 11! - (21 + 2r. + 2t)

rt 3x11!
v' 

4l
11!D' 
6!

7. In how many ways can 5 blue, 3 orange and 2 black chairs be arranged in a row if the chairs

of same color are indistinguishable?

A. 2530

B. 2520

c. 2500

D. 2422

g. Ajay started walking from the front door of his house and after walking 20 rneters straight

he turned his leftlnd walked 50 meters. After this, he turned to his right and walked 80

meters. Fild the distance between the end-point of his walk and the door of his house?

A. 50/5
B. 50

c. 50/5
D. 254

g. In a code language, if 'BAG' is coded as '379" 'RED', as'245', and 'DOOR', as '9663' then

how will 'BOARD'be coded in this language?

A. 36725

B. 39725

c. 36425

D. 36745

10. Choose the correct alternative:

A' /: IR + IR defined bv /(r) : ix2 -2 is surjective'

B' /: R + R defined bv /(") : 2ltl - r is surjective'

C' /: R -+ R defincd bv /(r) :2t- 2 is not surjective'

D' f : Z -+ Z deflned' bv /(") :2n - 1 is not surjective'



A- tti

11. Choose the correct statement:

A. There ate rla e lR with llr.l - lyll > l" - al.

B. For every r, gr e IR, l"l - lAl 3 ln - yl.

C. For every fr,U,2€ IR, r *A ) zimplies that 12 + A' > 
"2.

D. There ate tr1y € lR with lr + yl > Itl + lgl.

12. For a, b € N, choose the correct alternative:

A. If gcd(a,b): t then, gcd(a lb,a- b) is 1or 2.

B. If a divides b therr, gcd(a, b) : b.

C. Ii is possibie to ha,ve gcd(a,b) : t and gcd(a Ib,ab) ll-
D. If gcd(4, b) : t then, gc<i(a * b, u2 + b2) : 1.

13, On the collection of ail lines in the Euclidean plane, the relation defined by "is not perpen-

dicular fo" is:

A. an equivalence relation.

B. reflexive and symmetric, but not transitive.

C. symmetric and tratrsitive, but uot rcflcxive.

D. reflexive and transitive, but not symmetric.

14. An example of a subset S of Zsatisfying the property that ab e S whenever a,b e ,S, is:

.A. S:Z\62
B. S:Z\2tZ
C. S:V,\3V,
D. S : Z\I5Z

15. Which of the following is a binary operation x on the specified set?

A. Set N and * is definedbY r* Y:rlA.
B. Set NU {0} and x is defined by a* 6:la*bl.
C. Set Z and * is defined bYr* A:ru.
D. Set Q and x is defined by r*' A: rlA.



18.

A- r#l

16. Let A,B and C be nonempty subsets of a set X. Choosb the correct alternative:

A. AUB: AnB if and.onlY if A: B.

B. If AU B g AUC, then B gC.

C. IfAnBeAoC,thenBgC.
D. The irrclusion B C C does not imply that A nB g AnC' r

17. Let X be a set and A, B g X. Then the set Ac u (A n B) is equal to

A. ACUB

B. ATI B

C. ANB
D. AU BC

In a certain code language CONFERENCE is written as DNOEFQFMDD and WORKSHOP

is written as XNSJTGPO. Then the word coLLoQUIUM is written as

A. DMKNPPVIVH

B. DNMKPPVHVL

C. DMNKPQPHVL

D. DNMKQPVIVG

The number of ways of arranging the ietters. of the word TELEPHONE is

A. 9! x3!

B. 6l x3!
9l(/' 
3!

D. 6l x3

20. Find the wrong number irr the series: 4,7,II,\p,28'39,52

A.7
B. 39

c. 19

D. 11

19.
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21. Find the next word in the series: HBV, JER, LHN' 
-

A. NLJ

B. NJK

C. NJL

D. NKJ

,, If the first and second letters in the word uNIVERSITY were interchanged, also the third

and the fourth letters, the fifth and the sixth letters and so on, then which letter would be

tlre sixth letter counting from the right

A.E
B. I
C.R
D.V

In a certain code language 24685 is written as 33776' How is 36591 written in that code?

A. 44662

B. 46682

c. 44682

D. 45682

.Deterrnine the next number in the series: 4'5'7'11'19'35'-

A. 76

B. 67

c. 59

D. 55

i

2b. In a code language, lhentt' letter irr the English alphabet is coded to the kth letter' where

k :: Jn+ 2"(mJd'26). Then the number of luttur. that are invariant in this code is

A.4
8.3
c.2
D. 1

23.

24.
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26. It takes eight hours for a 600 km journey, if 120 km is done by train and the rest by car' It
takes 20 minutes more, if 200 km is done by train and the rest by car' The ratio of the

speed of the train to that of the ca,r is:

A. 5:6

B. 4:5 |

C. 3:4

D. 2:3

27. Five friencls are sitting on a bench. A is to the Ieft of B but on the right of C' D is to the

right of B but on the left of E. Who are at the extrexres?

A. A,B

B. A,D

C. B,D

D. C,E

28. A box contain RED, BLUE and GREEN coloured ma,rbles. If all but 18 of the marbles a^re

BLUE, all but 12 of the marbles are GREEN and all but 24 of the marbles are RED, then

which of the foilowing staternent is true?

A. Box contains more RED marbies than BLUE or GREEN ones.

B. Box contains more BLUE marbles than RED or GREEN ones.

C. Box contains more GREEN marbles than RED or BLUE ones.

D. Box contains equal number of GREEN and BLUtr marbles.

29. Vinod ald Binod are two students among a group of n students. The number of ways to

allocate n {ifferent rooms in a line to this group of students so that Vinod and Binod a,re

not in adjacent rooms is

A. (n - 2)(n - t)t
B. 2(n - I)t :

C. (n - 1)!

D. 2(n - 2)t

30. A group of B boys are to be seated at a round table. If three boys Rohan, Mohan and

Roshan (among them) are not allowecl to seat next (adjacent) to each other, then number

of possible seating arrangements is

A. 6x6!
B. 7l

C. 7 x7l
D. 8x8!
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31. The number of 10 length strings using six digits 1, 2,3,4,5,6 such that number of 2's appearing

is even is

^ 610 -410fa. ---t-

B. e+rr
C. 610 _ 4r0 t

D. 610 4 310

The residue class of the integer * : L?-j=,

A. 8 (mod 17)

B. 9 (mod 17)

C. i0 (mod 17)

D. 11 (mod 17)

The last two digits of 43t' are

A. 64

B. 36

c. 84

D. 56

34' Thenumberof solutionstotheequation rt*rz+"'+ra:20 withr;)zfoli:r'2'"''5
'is

A' (ttt)

B. ('f)
c. (3)

D. 1084

:

85. The sum of all 4-digit numbers forrned using digits 1,3,4,8 wibhout repetitionis

A. 160656

B. 199990

c. 166056

D. 106656

31! .

n32.

33.

TURN THE PAGE FOR PARI B _-+



Part-B

36. Match the following:

I.
il.

III.
IV.

A. (I,a),

B. (I,d),

C. (I,.),

D. (I,b),

ellG ) a quotient ring

At\Dl
M2(lR),the ring of 2 x 2 matrices

R.[X] a polynomial ring

(II,b), (III,c), (IV,d)

(II,a), (III,b), (IV,c)

(II,d), (III,a), (IV,b)

(II,c), (III,d), (IV,a)

37. Match the following:

Field extensions
R(X) over RI.

II.
III.
IV.

A. (I,a),

B. (I,c),

c. (I,b),

D. (r,b),

I.
II.

IIi.
IV.

A. (I,a),

B. (I,b),

c. (I,d),

D. (I,c),

a. 1

b.2
c.3
d.6

C over IR

At.lp I all p primel over Q
r;(X,Y) over F2(x2,Y2)

(II,b), (III,c), (IV,d)

(II,d), (III,a), (IV,b)

(II,a), (III,d), (IV,c)

(II,c), (III,d), (IV,a)

a.

b.

c.

d.

Let Z{6: {ilgcd"(i,n) : 11 be a multiplicative gloup. Match the following:

Elements The order in

9
m
v
o

1

(II,d), (III,b), (IV,c)

(II,c), (III,a), (IV,d)

(II,b), (III,c), (IV,a)

(II,b), (III,d), (IV,a)

A- qR

Properties
a. Field
b. Non-commutativering
c. Intcgral domairr but rrot a ficld
d. Commutative but not

an integral domain

Properties
imple

TYanscendental
Aigebraic but not simPle

Infinite algebraic
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39. Match the following:

Rings Properties
I. Zno
il. Zszs

III. %st

w. Zseo

.has no norl-zero nilpotents
has non-triviai idempotents
evety zero divisor is nilPotent
sum of two non-units is again a non-unit

A. (I,c), (II,d), (III,a), (IV'b)

B. (I,c), (II,a), (III,b), (IV'd)

C. (I,b), (II,d), (III,a), (IV,c)

D. (I,d), (II,c), (III,b), (IV,a)

Let C[0, 1] be the ring of all continuous real-valued functions on [0,1], and let

I : {f 
'e 

C[0,11' f G):0: i (?)] Then,

A. ,I is not an ideal

B. -I is an ideal but not a prime ideal

C. .I is a prime ideal but not a maximal ideal

D. .I is maximal ideal

Let G be a group with lGl : 33' Then the center Z(G) of G is

A. {"}
B. Zs

C. Zn
D.G

,2
It f (z) = &ry, 

tlte consider the following statements'

(I) / has a pole at z:i with residue l'
(II) / has a pole at z:-ri with residue l' -

Then which of the following is true?

A. Only (I) is true.

B. Only (II) is true.

C. Both (I) and (II) are T!ue'

D. Both (I) and (II) are False.

a.

b.

c.

d.

40.

41.

42.

10
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4g, Considerthefunction f("):24-52*1. Thenconsiderthefollowingstatenrents.
(I) The number of zeroes of / in lzl < 1 are 1.

(II) The number of zeroes of / in 1 < lzl < 2 are 3.

Then which of the following is true?

A. Only (I) is true.

B. Only (II) is true. '

C. Both (I) and (II) are tue'
D. Both (I) and (II) are False.

44. Let f (z) - 1 - cosz. Then consider the following statements '

(I) / has no zeroes.

(II) z : (2k * I)r, (k : 0, +1,*2,. ..) are zeroes of / of order 1.

(III) z :2kr, (/c : 0, !1,!2,. ..) are zeroes of / order 1.

(IV) z :2ktr, (k : 0, +\,+2, 
'.') 

are zeroes of / order 2'

Then which of the following is true?

A. Only (I) is tue.
B. Both (II) and (III) are T!ue.

C. Only (III) is Tbue.

D. Only (IV) is Tlue.

4b. Match the foilowing functions with their Maclaurin series expansions.

(a) sinz (')[ffi,I,t <*

(b) cos z

oo _2n*l
(ii) I(-1)"ft*ry, l,l < *.

(c) sinh z
oo _2n(iii)I( ,"6., l"l <*.

(d) coshz lrl < *.
@ _2n

('") E (.X

A. (a,i), (b,ii), (c,iii), (d,iv).

B. (a,ii), (b,iii), (c,i), (d,iv).

C. (a,iv), (b,ii), (c,iii), (d,i).

D. (a,iii), (b,i), (c,ii), (d,iv).

11
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46. The volume of the part of the solid sphere * + yz * Q + Z)2 S g,lying above ry-plane is

equal to

A. BrlS

B. 6tr l3
C. 2r l3
D. r13

47. Match the equations with their types:

vt - g*2

Fi r'z#

Q4* ^# * ry,rr: o 
I 
r"i erriptic type.

- ,'#, : o 
| 

{r,) nu,uuolic tvpe.

0u 02u(iii) ; - 6;; 
:0 

| 
(c) hvnerbolic type.

(i,c), (ii,a), (iii,b).

(i,a), (ii,c), (iii,b).

(i,b), (ii,c), (iii,a).

(i,a), (ii,b), (iii,c).

48. Let Lola,b] be the class of all pr-integrabie functions over [a,b]. Let p < q be non-negative
real nurrbers such that | + + 

: L If f e lPla,b] and g e Lqfa.b], then

A. fgeLLla,bl
B. fgeLela,bl
C. fg€Lqla,b)
D. fgeLn+ala,bl

49. Let0<p< l and f,ge Le[a,b] besuchthat/]0and920. Then

A. ll/ +gllp * llfllp + llgllp.

B. ll/ * gllp < ll/llo + llsllp.

c. ll/ + gllp > ll/llp + llgllp'

D. ll/ - gll" S max{ll/llo,llgllo}.

A.

B.

c.
D.

t2
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b0. The real linear space C1[0,1] of all continuously differentiable functions defined on [0,1]

equipped with the supremum norm given tV ll/11"" : sup{l,f (r)l : r e [0' 1]] is

A. a complete normed.sPace.

B. an incomPlete normed space.

C. not a normed sPace'

D. a non-separable nornted spa'ce' t

51' LeL f(r) -1forr€ (1,oo)' Then

A. f e t'21t,oo) and ll/llz :1.
B. f e L2(t,oo) and ll/llz < t'
C. f € L2(L,oo) and ll/llz > t'
D. f # L20,oo) and ll/ilz : -'

52. The Wronskian W(cosr, sintr' e-") :?

A.2
B. 2et

C. 2e-'
D. 2e-2'

53' The functio\ f (r,Y) : r'a2 is Lipschitz continuous orl 

-
A. lrl <1, lYl 1t
B. lrl S1, lyl <*
C. lrl <*, lYl 5i
D. l*l < z,ls,l < *

54. The solution of the differential equation a" +5y'* 69 :0 is:

A. continuouslY differentiablo'

B. unbounded on [0, oo). :

C. not differentiable.

D. not monotonic.

bb. Let i/r) be a sequence of real-valued differentiable functions defined on IR. If {/r,} converges

to a fu'ction i unifornily on IR, then the sequence {f;} 
-

A. converges urriformlY to //'
B. converges pointwise to /', but rnay not be uniformiy'

C. converges pointwise to some function, but uray not be to //'
D. maY not be convergent'

13
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56. Consider the set IR with following topologiesi 11 = cofinite topology. 72 : discrete topology,

73 : standard Euclidean topology and 14: lower lirnit topology. Then

A. 14)12)r3)11
B. Tz)rs)14)11
C. r2)r4)r1 )rs ,

D. 12)T4)rg .:*11

57. The number of Hausdorff topologies on a set with 5 elements is

A. 25

8.5
c. 1

D. 15

58. Every 

- 

subset of the real line is a Borel set.

A. uncountabie

B. bounded

C. connected

D. Lebesgue measurable

59. The set of poirrts at whicir a given function / : R. -l IR is contirruous is always:

A. an f| set

' B. aG5set

C. an open set

D. a closed set

60. Let G be a group of order pq, where plq are primes with p ( g. Then

:A. G is cyclic.

B. G is abelian, but may not be cyclic.

C. G has a normal subgroup of order p, but G may not be abeliarr'

D. G has a normal subgroup of order q, but G may not be abelian'

L4
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61. Up to similarity, how many different 7 x 7 complex matrices are there whose minimal poly-
nomial is (r - 1)2(r - z)37

A.7
8.5
c.3
D.2

62. Let T : IR3 -+ R3 be the iinear map given by T(r,y, z) :: (3r * a,a,3z). Then ? is

A. triangulable over IR, but not invertible,

B. invertible, but not triangulable over lR.

C. neither invertible nor diagonalizable over lR.

D. both irrvertible and diagonalizable over lR.

63. How many non-zero nilpotent elements are there in the ring 22s26?

A.0
B. 1

c.2
D.3

64. Irr cylindrical co-ordinates (p, g,z), r - pcos g, a : psing, z : z, Laplace's equation
V2 A :0 can be written as

a2A r aA r a2A a2AA. ; " + -";-- r7p't p 0p ' p2 0p2 ' Az2 
-

a2A raA a2A a2AB. 
--l -.-- 

, -0.op' p' ap - oA - -aF -'
a2A a2A a2Af-.! -L " + -;:; :0.
0P2 ' 09' dzz

D. q!_!?!*\t4*a!4-o :

0p2 p 0p ' p2 0g2 ' Ar2

65. The equation u,r, * 2ruas * ur, : 0 is

A. parabolic wlten z - *1, and elliptic when r :0.
B. parabolic when r - *1, and hyperbolic when r:0.
C. hyperbolic when r ) 1, and parabolic when z < -1.
D. parabolic when r > 1, and hyperbolic when r < -1.

15
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66. For the linear 
dt du 

urhere n h n d nrp rac: system E: o*atrU, i,: cr* dy, where a,b,c,d are real constants, the
critical point (0,0) is a spiral if

A. a:d,*0,b:c:0.
B. a: d,either b:0 or c=0.
C. a : d,, b and c are of opposite signs.

D. a 7 d, b and c are of sarne signs. I

67. Let f (r,9) be an arbitra,ry function of r and y. The differential equation
yz dr*2rz dg + f (r,y) dz:0 is exact when /(r,y) is equal to

A. Q@ly where 1: ry2 and @ is arbitrary function of {.
B. 6(01" where € : 

"A2 
and / is arbitrary function of {.

C. 6G)/y2 where €: r2a and / is arbitrary function of {.
D. 6G)1"2 where €, : r2A and / is arbitrary function of {.

68, The equation r2y" (r) t Srgt(r) * A : 0 subject to the conditions ay(I) + y,(2) : I and,

a'G)+0a(2):2has

A. no solution if. a:1f 4 and 0 :2.
B. no solution if a:2 and B : ll4.
C. nosolutionif a:4and B:I12.
D. no solutiorr if a : 4 and B :2.

,lr du69. The systern fr: U * 1 - cos ,,#,: sin(r * y).

. A. has only one critical point which is stable.

B. has infinitely many critical points which are stable.

C. has finilely many critical poir-rts which are unstable

D. has infinitely many critical points which are saddle points.

70. Let f , g: lR. -+ R be functions. Let u(r,t)be the solution of ,the equat n"ffi*2ffi+?;;,# :
0 subject to u(r,O): /(r) and u(0, y): S@).then u(r,y) is equal to

A. (* - y)-L ("'f (" - u) - yg(a * r)).
B. (, - y)-r ("f (" - d * y2g(a - d).
C. (* - y)-t ("'f (" * y) - u2s@ - x)).
D. (, -'y)-t (*f (* - y) - yg(a - r)).

16
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